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Language is the subject of all communication; we cannot communicate 

without language. Every language has an idiom, and it is hard to learn and capture 

the intent of the idiom if we are not part of the native speaker's language. Not 

everyone understands the idioms, making them essential to learn. As described 

earlier that idioms are unique texts that cannot interpret directly. This research 

study focuses on the idiomatic expression that appears in Death on the Nile movie 

adaptation from Agatha Christie through McCarthy and O’Dell’s theory. 

The research objective for this study is to identify the types of idiomatic 

expressions used in the Death on the Nile movie and to describe how idiomatic 

expression is used in the Death on the Nile movie. This research study applied a 

qualitative method to describe the types and use of idiomatic expressions in the 

movie. The data of this research is a movie with English subtitles, consisting of 

idiomatic expressions and all suspected as idiomatic expressions. At the same 

time, the data source of this study is the Death on the Nile movie. The researcher 

used note-taking to obtain the required data from Death on the Nile movie. 

 The result shows forty data of idiomatic expressions found in the movie 

based on the theory of McCarthy and O’Dell about six types of idioms: similies, 

binomials, proverbs, cliché, fixed statements, and other languages. The conclusion 

is only binomials, proverbs, cliché, and fixed statements found in the movie. 

This research aims to simplify and add insight into the idiomatic 

expressions found in the Death on the Nile movie. The researcher expects that 

readers can easily find the meaning of the idioms used in the Death on the Nile 

movie after reading this research. In addition, the researcher expects this research 

will help English literature majors, especially in the field of Linguistics. 

 

 

Keywords: Idiomatic Expression, McCarthy and O’Dell Theory, Death on the 

Nile 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Study Background 

Language is the subject of all communication; we cannot communicate 

without language. Humans are social beings. As humans, we need to 

communicate with each other. This is what makes language an essential aspect 

of communication. Tarin (1989:4) in Bagus (2013), gives two definitions of 

language. First, language is a system that systematically, perhaps also for 

generative systems. Second, language is a set of symbols as you like it, or 

arbitrary symbols. Several countries and regions have its language. It is formed 

by different cultures of different countries in conversation, as mentioned in Al-

Qur’an Surah Ar –Ruum 30:22 : 

 

 

 

“And among His Signs is the creation of the heavens and the earth, and 

the variations in your languages and colors: verily in that are Signs for those 

who know.” 

 

Sukma cites in Sayyid Quthb Tafsir Fi Zhilalil Qur'an (2002:137), 

about Qur'an Surah Ar-Ruum verse 22 is a directive by Allah SWT for humans 

to pay more attention to His signs of greatness in creating the heavens, the 

earth, differences in human language and skin color. That difference creates 

one of the uniqueness of language, namely idioms. Every language has an 

idiom, and it is hard to learn and capture the intent of the idiom if we are not 

part of the native speaker's language. All we can do is practice with a native 

speaker and read more about the idioms. 

According to Oxford (2008) idiom is a group of words with a meaning 

that differs from the definition of all individual words. Idioms are special texts, 
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often used in novels, movies, or everyday conversations by Kunjana (2001, 93-

95) as cited in Dosen Pendidikan website ( 2022). 

Idioms have many types. One of the types that the researcher uses is the 

idiom from McCarthy & O’Dell (2017:22-30). They describe idioms into six 

types: similes, binomials, proverbs, clichés, fixed statements, and other 

languages. 

Not everyone understands the idioms, making them essential to learn. 

As described earlier that idioms are unique texts that cannot interpret directly. 

Therefore to understand them, we must learn about idioms. Idioms are used not 

only in everyday conversation but also for magazines, advertising, news 

headlines, novels, films, and even songs. Furthermore, the use of idioms when 

speaking can improve English-speaking skills, most idioms are informal, so use 

them at the proper time. 

Besides being interesting to learn, idioms are also attractive to examine. 

Idioms are used everywhere, proving that idioms are instrumental in language. 

Frequently we cannot catch the meaning of idioms that are spread in the media, 

for example, in the case of this study which examines idiomatic expressions in 

a movie. Research about idioms is needed because misunderstandings often 

occur due to misinterpretation of idioms. Therefore this research exists so that 

the audience of Death on The Nile movie can understand the idioms implied in 

the character dialogues. 

This study used the theory of McCarthy & O’Dell (2017:22-30) to 

classify the idiomatic expressions in Death on The Nile movie and interpreted 

these idioms with simple explanations so that ordinary people can understand 

them.  

The object of this research is a movie. According to Anggraeni et al. 

(2019) in Hornby (1995: 434), a movie is a story documented as a set of 

moving pictures to be shown on television or cinema. A movie is a story told 

using sound and moving pictures, shown at a cinema or on television 

(Longman, 2022). 
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Besides idioms, movies also have several types. According to Pratista 

(2008:21), as cited by Hasanah (2020), there are three types of movies: 

documentary, fiction, and experimental. A movie is an interesting object to 

study. Anyone can easily reach it, so the researcher chooses to analyze Death 

on the Nile movie. 

Death on the Nile is a movie adapted based on the famous mystery 

novel by Agatha Christie. The movie is produced by Kenneth Branagh, Ridley 

Scott, Judy Hofflund, and Kevin J. Walsh. The screenplay was entrusted to 

Michael Green. At the same time, the Director is also Kenneth Branagh. Death 

on the Nile was released on February 11, 2022. This movie is a sequel to the 

previous movie, Murder on the Orient Express, which is also an adaptation of 

Agatha Christie (IMDb, 2022). 

Lady Mallowan Agatha Mary Clarissa, or Agatha Christie, is an 

English novelist. She was born on September 15, 1890, in Torquay, England. 

Although his father is from New York, he has never claimed American 

citizenship. Agatha uses the concept of murder with poison, which is widely 

used in his murder mysteries. 

Agatha has received many awards. One of the awards is the Guinness 

Book of World Records as "Best Selling Writer," sharing a place with William 

Shakespeare. Death on the Nile is one of the most famous works of Agatha 

Christie and was first adapted into a movie in 1978 and remade again in 2022. 

(Amazone. co, 2022) 

Death on the Nile movie is very suitable to be studied using idiomatic 

expressions because there are many idioms in the dialogue. This movie is an 

example of a complex movie to understand because of the use of these idioms. 

This movie is also exciting when we look at the actors. The actors chosen to 

play the characters in this movie are pretty famous, including Gal Gadot, 

Emma Mackey, Letitia Wright, and others. Besides, the quality of Agatha 

Christie always presents the best in her work, so it can be guaranteed that the 

story must be good.  
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The researcher chose Death on the Nile movie as the object because the 

adaptation of the story is fresher and more modern. Moreover, the novel can no 

longer use as an object of research. The novel was published in 1937 and is not 

qualified to be included as the latest research object. 

The reputation of Death on the Nile is also well recognized by several 

movie review media, including Rotten Tomatoes, IMDb, and Google Film. 

Here are some reviews: 

“Death on the Nile feels like a relic from a bygone era which I found to 

be one of its most alluring traits” – Keith Garlington 4/5 (2022). 

“Every bit as good as that 1978 version. I really enjoyed this movie. 

Brannagh makes an excellent Poirot. Very good production all round. Good 

cast, suspense just a truly enjoyable murder mystery” – Ronbell 10/10, IMDb 

(2022). 

“This movie was very interesting, it kept me entertained and drawn in 

throughout the whole movie. The lead male actor did a great job, he was 

perfect for the part. Some of the animated graphics they added in weren’t the 

best but that does not matter that much, because the story was original and 

super interesting. I’m so glad there wasn’t a ton of sexual content, or weird 

stuff, while I’m just trying to enjoy a nice movie before bed.”– Justin Case 5/5, 

Google Film (2022). 

There are some previous studies conducted on the use of idiom terms. 

The study by Ulya Fikrina Rosyada's "Idiomatic Expression Found In Green 

Day’s Song Lyric Seventh Album American Idiot (2019)" and Siti Haniah's "An 

Analysis of English Idiomatic Expression in the Freedom Writers Movie 

(2020)" has a similar topic to this research but using very different theories. 

Meanwhile, the study by Monica Ardita titled “The Translation Analysis Of 

The Idiomatic Expression In Kinney's Diary Of A Wimpy Kid: The Last Straw 

Into Diary Si Bocah Tengil: Usaha Terakhir (2017) has different topics and 

theories from this research, although the scope of the discussion is still in the 

same area and it is about idiomatic expressions. 
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Learning the meaning of idiomatic expressions in movies is certainly 

quite difficult for ordinary people, especially in Death on the Nile movie, in 

which the dialogue uses implied language. This research is a challenge and a 

good opportunity for the researcher to learn and develop knowledge about 

idiomatic expressions.  

Based on the problems above, the researcher is interested in analyzing a 

movie focused on idiomatic expression types and meanings with the title Death 

on the Nile. Therefore, the study entitled “An Analysis of Idiomatic Expression 

in Death on the Nile Movie.” 

 

B. Research Question 

1. What types of idiomatic expressions are used in the Death on the Nile movie? 

2. How are idiomatic expressions used in the Death on the Nile movie? 

 

C. Research Objectives 

1. To identify the types of idiomatic expressions used in the Death on the Nile 

movie. 

2. To describe how idiomatic expression is used in the Death on the Nile movie. 

 

D. Research Significance 

Based on the research objectives, this research has some benefits. The 

benefits of this research include the following :  

1. Theoretically 

Multiply and increase knowledge about idiomatic expressions applied to movie 

scripts, especially from McCarthy and O’Dell’s theory about six types of 

idioms. Besides that, it will use as a reference for further related research. 

2. Practically 

As additional information to readers about idiomatic expressions, idiom types, 

and movies, this research expects to make it easy for readers to identify the 

idioms themselves. 
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E. Research Scope 

Based on the research, the researcher analyzes the type and the meaning 

of idiomatic expressions in the Death on the Nile movie. The researcher used 

theories from McCarty and O'Dell to define the type of idiomatic expressions. 

The analysis of this research is finite to the idioms, which are in the form of 

dialogue in the Death on the Nile movie. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

A. Previous Findings 

Several previous studies have similarities with this research. The previous 

research provided many references to this research. Researcher took three earlier 

studies as a reference. 

The first previous study is Monica Ardita The Idiomatic Expression in 

Kinney's Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Last Straw (2017), a Thesis from English 

Letters Study Program Department of English Letters, Faculty of Letters Sanata 

Dharma University Yogyakarta. Her study concerned how English Idiomatic 

translates by a translator in Kinney's Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Last Straw. This 

study uses the qualitative method. The qualitative method is related considering 

the objective of this study, discusses idiomatic expression in  Kinney's Diary of a 

Wimpy Kid: The Last Straw. The conclusion of the study is researcher found 620 

data of idiomatic expressions in the ST and took only 62 sample data to analyze 

since this study uses Baker's theory about translation which is classified into four 

types of translation strategies. The thesis also concludes that the translation uses 

some words that have a similar form based on the ST. 

The comparison to my research is the object of the study and the author's 

concern with idiomatic expressions. This study examines how English idiomatic 

translated by a translator based on Baker’s theory. On the other hand, exploring 

idiomatic expressions that exist in a novel is different from my research. My 

research examines types and the meaning of the idiomatic expression that exists in 

a movie, and also, the researcher used McCarthy and O’dell’s theory for the 

analysis. 

Ulya Fikrina Rosyada's Idiomatic Expression Found in Green Day's Song 

Lyric Seventh Album "American Idiot" (2019), a Thesis from the Department of 

English Literature of the Faculty of Humanities Islamic State University of 

Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang. Her study is concerned with what types of 
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idiomatic expressions. It examines the lyrics that show the lexical and contextual 

meaning of the idiomatic expression found in Green Day's song lyrics in their 

seventh album, "American Idiot.” This study uses the qualitative method to 

analyze the data sources that the researcher has selected. The result of the study 

shows that the researcher found there is 47 idiomatic expression based on the 

theory of Makkai (1994). Furthermore, for the meaning researcher found that not 

all lexical meaning is the same as contextual meaning. 

The comparison to my research is the object of the study and the author's 

concern with idiomatic expressions. This study examines types and how lexical 

and contextual meanings of idiomatic expressions are found based on Makkai’s 

theory. On the other hand, exploring idiomatic expressions in a song differs from 

my research. My research examines types and the meaning of the idiomatic 

expression in a movie, and also the researcher used McCarthy and O’dell’s theory 

for the analysis. 

Siti Haniah's An Analysis of English Idiomatic Expression in The Freedom 

Writers Movie (2020), a Thesis from the English Language Education Department 

of the Cultures and Languages Faculty of The State Islamic Institute of Surakarta. 

Her study is concerned with what types of idiomatic expressions and the 

contextual meaning of idioms are found in the Freedom Writers movie. This study 

uses the qualitative method to analyze the data sources that the researcher has 

selected. The result of the study shows that based on Fernando’s (1996) theory, 

the researcher found that the Pure idiom occurs 12 times out of 89 idioms, Semi 

Idiom occurs 18 times, and Literal Idiom is 59 times. For the meaning, the 

researcher used the theory by Firth in Haliday (1994). The researcher found that 

interpreting the meaning of Pure Idiom and Semi Idiom needed the indicators of 

contextual meaning by Firth, while interpreting the contextual meaning of Literal 

idiom was not required the hands of contextual meaning.  

The comparison to my research is the object of the study and the author's 

concern with idiomatic expressions. This study examines about types and 

contextual meanings of idiomatic expressions based on Fernando’s (1996) and 

Firth in Haliday’s (1994) theory. Exploring idiomatic expressions that exist in a 
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movie is similar to my research, but my research examines idiomatic expressions 

by using McCarthy and O’Dell’s theory. 

 

B. Review of Literature 

1. Definition of Idiom 

The idiom is a series of words that are difficult to interpret directly or 

literally for each term Muhammad Ismail Shiniy (2022). Idioms are expressions 

that can be used in formal or non-formal circumstances and in writing or oral. 

Essentially all languages have idioms, and they are influenced by local culture. A 

native usually often use idioms. For instance, if We are in the same boat, it does 

not mean that two people are in a boat together. It means that they’re in the same 

situation. 

The main problem that students generally experience is that sometimes 

they get confused to guess the meaning of an idiom. In addition, idioms usually 

have a more powerful sense than non-idiomatic phrases. An idiom is a fixed 

compound of words whose purpose is typically challenging to guess from the 

meaning of each word Cambridge English Idioms In Use: Advance (2010:6). 

Idioms are words that have special meanings and cannot be interpreted 

verbally because they will have different definitions (Longman, 2022b) 

Kunjana (2001:93-95) says, as cited in Dosen Pendidikan website (2022), 

Idiom is special, meaningful texts and expressions that can be classified into 

compound words. A compound word combines morphine or a word with a 

grammatical and special semantic pattern.  

Many idiom dictionaries have been widely circulated and easily 

accessible. The most famous is the Oxford Dictionary of Idioms and the 

Cambridge International Dictionary of Idioms. With this glossary, it can be easier 

to interpret idiom sentences that are difficult to understand directly. 

To conclude that idioms are language expressions, generally in the form of 

words, and cannot be interpreted word for word. This is the result that is 

summarized from the opinions of several experts. 
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2. Types of Idioms 

There are several types of idiom, and the researcher uses the types of 

idiom from McCarthy & O’Dell’s (2017:22-30) theory. They classify the idioms 

into six groups as follows : 

a. Similes are expressions that compare two things; they always have the 

words as or like. Using similes is good when we want to compare one 

thing to something extreme, like extremely dry/thirsty, extremely thin, or 

extremely rich. You have to be careful when using similes. They are 

often used in humorous or sarcastic because they have a strong meaning. 

For example, the sentence “working like a dog,” which means I work 

very hard, or “your face as red as a crab” means you are angry or shy, 

so your face is so red. 

b. Binomials are the type of idioms that combine two words with a linking 

word; usually, the linking word that uses is the word “and.” Example 

words from Binomials that are common in use are “black and white,” 

which means separate and clear. This kind of idiom has a few categories, 

which are : 

1. Synonym: Combining two words with similar meanings, as in the 

sentence “Xiao always looks gorgeous and stunning at every 

party,” which means Xiao always looks handsome at every party. 

2. Opposite: as it is called, this is the opposite of synonym, so this 

category idiom combines two contradictory words, as in the 

sentences “we live must know how to give and receive.” 

3. The same word: is a combination of two words that are the same, as 

in the sentence “they finish their race neck and neck.” 

4. Rhyming: a combination of two words that are similar in 

pronunciation. For example, “when we are young, we tend to 

approach the hustle and bustle of the city,” which means that when 

we are young, we tend to like busy and noisy cities. 
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5. Alliterative: the combination of two words that have a repetition of 

the initial consonant sound, usually in two words or syllables that 

are close together. For example, “he likes to travel the world, but 

first and foremost he is a chef” The meaning of First and foremost 

are the most important. 

6. Joined by words other linking word “and”: as the name suggests, 

this type is a combination of two words but does not use a linking 

word “and.” For example, “the statue must be worth a hundred 

dollars, give or take a few thousand” Give or take means plus or 

minus (informal) 

7. Trinomials are similar to binomial idioms. The difference is that it 

combines three words, such as “they had given their blood, sweat, 

and tears to reach the next stage of the challenge,” which means 

they put in tough work to reach the next stage. 

    

c. Proverbs is an idiom used to express things people have experienced. 

The function is to give advice or warnings. Proverbs can be used in 

positive situations, such as “many hands do light work,” which means 

the more that helps, the faster the job gets done. Also, proverbs are used 

in negative situations, such as “it never rains, but it pours,” which 

means that sometimes problems always come together. Some proverbs 

are pretty popular, such as “Rome wasn’t built in a day, " meaning it 

takes time and process for everything important to finish well. 

d. Cliché is a general comment and relates to everyday situations. 

Generally, people are familiar with this type of idiom. Cliché is widely 

used in ordinary conversation, in commercial and tabloid headlines. 

Cliches should not be used in formal writing or to convey original ideas 

because they contain informal words. Examples of cliches are “read 

between the lines,” which means trying to look for the hidden meaning 

of something, or other examples such as “he brave as a lion,” Which 

means he is fearless. 
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e. Fixed statements or fixed expression is an idioms often used in regular 

conversation. Usually, the words used are not directly related to the 

literal meaning. For example, “once upon a time” is generally used for 

children’s book stories and means a long time ago. 

f. Other languages mostly come from Latin or French. For example, 

“Veni, Vidi, Vici” means I came, I saw, and conquered. 

Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (2006:49), as cited in Mabruroh 

(2015), classifies the expression of the idiom as follows: 

a. A few idioms are imaginative expressions like proverbs. For example, 

“Too many cooks spoil the broth,” which means it will not be well done 

if too many public are involved in something. 

b. If the expression is ordinary, part of it may be left out. For example, 

“Well, I knew everything would go wrong-it’s the usual story of too many 

cooks,” which underlines the meaning of the idiom “too many cooks 

spoil the broth.” 

c. Another idiom is short expressions that are used for a singular purpose. 

For example, “Hang in there!” is sometimes used to strengthen 

somebody in a difficult situation, and other examples like “get lost!”  

mean an impolite way of saying “go away.” 

Fernando (1996: 35-36), as cited in Tumbel (2021), classified idioms into 

three alternate classes they are pure idioms, semi-idioms, and literal idioms. 

a. Pure idioms 

A pure idiom is a category of an idiom that is conventionalized, a 

non-literal multiword expression that the explanation cannot be 

understood by adding up the meanings of the words that make up the 

phrase. For example, “spill the beans” means revealing secret 

information unintentionally or indiscreetly; this has nothing to do with 

the beans. 
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b. Semi-idioms 

A semi-pure is a category of an idiom that at least has a literal 

element and one with a non-literal meaning. For example, “foot the bill” 

explains that the word foot is a non-literal element, and the word bill is 

used with literal meaning. 

c. Literal idioms 

The last category is a literal idiom. Literal idiom does not use 

complex wording, this kind of idiom is easier to understand than the 

other two because the meaning of literal idioms is related to the meaning 

of the word. This type will make people easier to understand. 

 

3. Definition of Movie  

We are indeed very familiar with the word movie. Unconsciously 

watching movies has become a hobby. So what is the definition of the movie? A 

movie is a motion picture recording that tells something, and people watch it on a 

screen or television (Britannica, 2022). According to Hornby (1995: 434), as cited 

in Anggraeni et al. (2019), A movie is a story documented as a set of moving 

pictures to be shown on television or at the cinema. 

Meanwhile, in the other dictionary, a movie is shown in a cinema or 

television and often tells a story (Cambridge, 2022). 

The conclusion is based on the expert opinion and some famous 

dictionaries that a movie’s definition is a moving image displayed on a screen 

both on television and in cinema. 

 

4. Genre of Movie 

We all know that not only do novels have genres, but movies also have 

them. Each genre has its fans, and the movie sometimes contains several genres. 

Here are some common types of genres based on the WWI Virtual Academy 

Program in Film making (2021) : 
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a. Action 

This genre involves many actions, fighting scenes, and lots of 

stunt work for dangerous scenes. Usually, this genre includes movies 

about superheroes or wars. Action is the oldest genre among other 

movie genres. 

b. Romance 

It is one of the easiest genres to identify in choosing a movie. 

Sometimes even the romance genre can be guessed from the movie 

poster. This genre continues to grow from time to time. 

c. Thriller 

This genre is genre that contains many elements of mystery and 

tense things. The Thriller genre is also a genre that often appears in a 

row of cinema movies. 

d. Sports 

It's a genre that can be dramatic or comedic, but sports remain at 

the story’s heart. Sports is a new type of genre that also has many fans. 

e. Comedy 

This genre is one of the many genres that are pretty entertaining 

from year to year; this is a genre that is suitable for all ages, especially 

for family time. 

f. Sci-Fi 

Sci-Fi is a genre where aliens, superheroes, and robots come 

true. Usually, this genre revolves around an alternative world. 

g. Horror 

Almost everyone likes this one genre; this genre will always be 

in theaters. First appearing in the 1970s, the horror genre continues to 

evolve. Starting from only containing something scary to developing 

sound effects in horror movies. 
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5. Types of Movie 

The movie has several types of message delivery and conveying meaning. 

According to Pratista (2008:21), as cited by Hasanah (2020), these are the types of 

movies: 

a. Documentary Movie 

Documentary movies are usually made based on true stories, 

sometimes made to honey and commemorate events or figures. 

b. Fiction Movie 

Fiction movies are movies that are not real and sometimes 

involve imagination in the making, commonly fantasy or another 

universe genre. 

c. Experimental Movie 

Experimental movies are very different from the other two; the 

structure owned is influenced by filmmakers' subjective instincts, such 

as ideas, ideas, emotions, and inner experiences. 

 

6. Synopsis of Death on the Nile Movie 

Hercule Poirot was an intelligent soldier of his time, he managed to bring 

his flock to victory by carrying out a plan with the right timing in World War I, 

but he failed to save his captain, who stepped on a landmine. A few later, he 

becomes a detective. He is famous for successfully solving significant cases. 

The story begins when Poirot walks into a bar where the famous singer 

Salom Otterbourne is performing. Then he meets Jacqueline or Jackie indirectly, 

introducing her fiancé Simon Doyle to her childhood friend Linnet Ridgeway, to 

offer her that she can hire Simon and Linnet agrees. 

Six weeks later, Hercule Poirot was enjoying his holiday in the Nile, 

Egypt, and stumbled upon his best friend Bouc and his mother, Euphemia. After 

that, Bouc introduced Poirot to his friends who had just married and were 

enjoying their honeymoon in Egypt. They were Linnet and Simon. Several guests 

came and joined the event; they were Linnet’s maid Louise Bourget; Salome; 
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Salome’s nephew; Managers; Linnet’s classmate Rosalie; Linnet’s communist-

leaning godmother Marie Van Schuyler; Nurse of Van Schuyler, Mrs. Bowers; 

Linnet’s cousin Andrew Katchadourian, who was also in charge of Linnet will; 

and finally, the doctor Linus Windlesham, who had proposed to Linnet before she 

married and left for Simon. Linnet felt insecure, so she and Simon asked Poirot to 

protect them from Jackie, who had been following them since the wedding. 

This is where Hercule Poirot’s involvement in the murders of the Nile 

began. He relied on his observations of all the people involved in this murder 

case. 

 

7. Characters and Cast in Death on the Nile Movie 

a. Linnet Ridgeway-Doyle, played by Gal Gadot, is an elite girl whose 

wealth is not limited. She is one of the famous rich people, her husband 

is Simon Doyle, and her best friend is Jacqueline De Bellefort. 

b.  Hercule Poirot is played by Kenneth Branagh. He is a former Belgian 

soldier who later became a famous detective. He is firm in character, 

and as a detective, he is a reasonable observer. He got involved with a 

murder case while on vacation. 

c. Simon Doyle is played by Armie Hammer. He is a not-so-rich 

businessman, and his wife is Linnet Ridgeway. He also has Jacqueline 

De Bellefort as his ex-fiancé. 

d. Jacqueline De Bellefort is played by Emma Mackey. She is the 

antagonist in Death on the Nile movie. Jackie is Lennet's childhood 

friend and Simon's ex-fiancé. Jackie has been following Simon and 

Lennet ever since they got married. 

e. Louise Bourget, played by Rose Leslie, is a loyal linnet servant who 

serves wherever linnet travels. 

f. Rosalie Otterbourne is played by Letitia Wright. She only goes on 

vacation with her mother, Salome. Rosalie is a cheerful and friendly 

woman. 
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g. Salome Otterbourne is played by Sophie Okonedo. In the story, she is 

described as a singer, romance author, and mother of Rosalie 

Otterbourne. 

h. Bouc is played by Tom Bateman. He is a friend of Hercule Poirot. 

Poirot stumbled upon Bouc in Egypt while flying a kite from the top of 

the pyramid. Then, Bouc introduced Poirot to Linnet and her husband, 

Simon. Bouc had an important role in Death on the Nile. 

i. Euphemia is played by Annette Bening. She is the mother of Bouc. By 

profession as a painter who is quite famous, he expanded his work to 

Egypt, Euphemia, and even painted Bouc, who was flying a kite from 

the top of the pyramid. 

j. Andrew Katchadourian is played by Ali Fazal. He is Linnet’s cousin 

and lawyer. Andrew secretly has a motive for Linnet to sign a 

mysterious file. 

k. Marie Van Schuyle is played by Jennifer Saunders. She is a wealthy 

spinster who travels around the world with her nurse and her cousin. 

She is a tough person. 

l. Bowers is played by Dawn French. She is the nurse of Van Schuyler. 

She accompanied and looked after Van Schuyler more carefully than 

anyone else. 

m. Lord Windlesham is played by Russell Brand. He is a doctor, and a 

noble, and Linnet Ridgeway is his ex-fiancé. 
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CHAPTER III 

METODOLOGHY OF RESEARCH 

 

A. Research Method  

The method used in this research is the descriptive qualitative 

method. Zaid said in his study that investigating the condition of natural 

objects, where researcher are the key instruments, is how the qualitative 

research method works (Sugiyono, 2015). This research uses a micro 

linguistic approach as it is known to examine the linguistics, namely the 

type and the meaning of an idiomatic expression in the movie Death on 

the Nile, and describe the data using descriptive analysis.  

 

B.  Data Source 

 The data of this study is a movie with English subtitles, consisting 

of idiomatic expressions and all suspected as idiomatic expressions. At the 

same time, the data source of this study is the Death on the Nile movie, 

which Kenneth Branagh directed. The movie was released on February 11, 

2022, at the cinema, and from May 3, 2022, this movie can be watched on 

Netflix. The researcher would search for the idiomatic expression as data 

in the Death on the Nile movie script. Michael Green wrote the script of 

the movie transcript for the screenplay, and Agatha Christie as the original 

writer based on the novel. This study uses primary and secondary data 

from the movie and some resources. 

 

C. Research Instrument 

In acquiring data in this research, outline note-taking is the 

researcher’s method. The researcher needs to write down the points 

relevant to the required data from the Death on the Nile movie.  
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D. Data Collection Procedures 

The researcher collects this data by several step as follow: 

1. Watching and listening to the movie several times to understand the 

story 

2. Reading the full-text script of Death on the Nile movie. 

3. The researcher looking carefully at the Death on the Nile movie script 

to compare the dialogue characters 

4. Identifying the idiom that is used in the movie script 

5. Marking the type of idiomatic expression  

 

E. The Technique of Data Analysis 

The analysis technique in this research is descriptive analysis to 

interpret text and content analysis dealing with the educational perspective 

of the movie. The data was analyzed by using McCarthy and O'Dell's 

theory about six types of idiomatic expressions. The idea explains the 

idiomatic expressions used by the character in Death on the Nile. 

In the research process, the researcher uses note-taking by writing 

every sentence that includes idioms. In analyzing the data, the researcher 

applied procedures as follows : 

1. Preparing Death on the Nile movie script 

2. Identifying idioms in Death on the Nile movie, according to McCarthy 

and O’Dell’s theory 

3. Writing and inserting the dialogue of an idiomatic expression found in 

Death on the Nile movie  

4. Explaining what types of idioms the researcher found in Death on the 

Nile movie 

5. Explaining the meaning of the idioms found in Death on the Nile 

movie 

6. Grouping the idiomatic expression 

7. Then concluding the research  
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 

A. Finding  

This research has been analyzing Death on the Nile movie script as 

a document of sources data and finding the data appropriate on two of the 

statement problem mentioned in chapter one. The first problem is 

identifying the types of idiomatic expressions used in the Death on the 

Nile movie with the theory from McCarty and O’Dell. To make the idiom 

easy to understand, the researcher presents all idioms on the table. 

The second problem is to describe how idiomatic expression is 

used in the Death on the Nile movie by cross-checking in dictionaries of 

an idiom. 

1. Types of Idiomatic Expressions 

Based on the first problem, the researcher finds out the types of 

idiomatic expressions used in Death on the Nile movie with the theory 

from McCarty and O’Dell about six types of idiomatic expressions found 

as follows:   

Table 4.1 

Type of Idiomatic Expressions in Death on the Nile movie 

Data Idiomatic Expressions The Meaning of Idiomatic 

Expressions 

Types of 

Idiomatic 

Expression 

1. Captain: You too sharp to be a 

farmer, Poirot 

Clever or intelligent Cliché  

2. Jacqueline: Honestly, I’ll die if 

I can’t be Mrs. Doyle 

One would not be able to 

persevere if something were to 

happen. 

Cliché 

3. Jacqueline: You’ll need 

someone to fix it up for you 

and run it 

To supply someone with 

something 

Proverbs 
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4. Jacqueline: He’s unemployed. 

But he’s country through and 

through 

Thoroughly or entirely in 

every way, manner, or aspect. 

Binomial 

5. Jacqueline: If he doesn’t make 

good, axe him on the spot 

The threat of being fired Proverb 

6. Simon Doyle: I hope you don’t 

mind, I took the liberty 

To do something without first 

seeking out or asking for 

someone’s permission. 

Fixed Statement 

7. Jacqueline: Simon, darling, 

meet the golden girl. As 

advertised 

A girl or woman who is 

especially popular, admired, 

and successful 

Cliché 

8. Jacqueline: Simon, darling, 

meet the golden girl. As 

advertised 

To purchase something or hire 

a particular type of person. 

Proverb 

9. Bouc: Of all the pyramids in all 

the world, you had to walk up 

to mine. What a small world 

One encounters the same 

people, events, or situations in 

unexpected places. 

Cliché 

10. Andrew: Now, please sent this 

telegram sent off as soon as 

able. And not another soul 

sees it 

Don’t reveal this information 

to anyone else. 

Proverb 

11. 

 

Lord Windlesham: I am calm, 

capable, and coping 

Self-soothing sentences or 

encouraging yourself for 

something. 

Binomial 

12. Bouc: Lucky devil Someone who has just 

experienced excellent fortune 

Fixed Statement 

13. Bowers: Three cheers and tiger 

for me! 

Three shouts of joy, approval, 

appreciation, or 

congratulations 

Cliché  

14. Bouc: If I were in his shoes, 

I’d only come here to put a 

bullet in the groom 

Seeing or experiencing 

something from someone 

else’s point of view 

Cliché 
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15. Bouc: Oh, and there’s Cousin 

 Andrew. He’s slippery fish 

Devious, scheming, and 

untrustworthy 

Fixed Statement 

16. Rosalie: What’s the scam here, 

Simon? 

Simon: Hurry on 

What’s going on? said one 

when one is suspicious of 

someone. 

Cliché 

17. Linnet: I hoped you might 

watch for us 

To be aware of one’s 

surroundings, look for or be 

aware of someone or 

something. 

Proverb 

18. Euphemia: Bloody good fun! Have much fun Fixed Statement 

19. Bouc: Look, I’ve been bursting 

to tell you. 

Want to do something so 

much 

Fixed Statement 

20. Louis: I have pressing to do To urge for something to be 

done. 

Fixed Statement 

21. Bouc: Brushes down, Mother. 

It’s the temple of Abu Simbel. 

To remove or to clean 

something 

Fixed Statement 

22. Louise: “Just by passing, she 

has stolen my heart” 

To captivate one, to instill in 

one a deep affection or love. 

Cliché 

23. Linnet: Name a price! To identify or come up with a 

price for which one is willing 

to buy or sell something. 

Cliché 

24. Simon: God, I feel so free and 

so fat-headed for not turning 

around sooner 

That is another way to say 

stupid 

Fixed Statement 

25. Simon: Are you sure you don’t 

want to make it hurt more, 

Doctor? Settle the score 

To get vengeance on someone 

for past wrongs; to punish 

someone. 

Fixed Statement 

26. Rosalie: It’s all right. He’s a 

bloodhound, let him sniff. 

Other words, to call Detective Fixed Statement 

27. Louise: He dropped me Stop being friends with 

someone, especially with 

one’s boyfriend or girlfriend. 

Fixed Statement 
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28. Poirot: She flaunted her new 

love, yet still called you like a 

puppy dog 

To continually follow 

someone and do things for 

them like a small needy 

animal. 

Cliché 

29. Poirot: Acquired tastes require 

acquisition, and here you moon 

over truffle and king crabs. 

To pine or yearn for someone 

or something intensely. 

Cliché  

30. Maria: I don’t give a fig for 

money 

Do not have the slightest 

concern about 

Cliché  

31. Poirot: The stewards on this 

ship keep an excellent room. 

Have you noticed? A truly first-

rate housekeeping staff 

Maria: He’s off his rails 

To lose control and start to 

behave in a way that is not 

normal or acceptable. 

Cliché  

32. Salome: Monsieur Poirot, if I 

put a bullet in everyone who 

took a potshot at me for not 

keeping to my place, the world 

would be littered with dead 

white ladies. 

To criticize somebody 

suddenly and without thinking 

Fixed Statement 

33. Lord Windlesham: I always 

told her your firm was bilking 

her for millions. 

To obtain something from one 

by dishonest means and for 

personal gain. 

Fixed Statement 

34. Bowers: Well, he’d better try 

harder, or we’ll all wind up in 

an Egyptian jail cell. 

To reach a certain place or 

state 

Cliché 

35. Poirot: But you lie to me. You 

lie in my face! 

To tell a lie directly to 

someone without trying to 

hide it. 

Cliché  

36. Poirot: Madame Doyle 

reported her husband was cross 

with Louise over some nail 

Angry or annoyed with 

someone 

Fixed Statement 
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polish left at the hotel. Why 

should he care? 

37. Simon: You are mad. That I 

will shoot myself, and then 

somehow kill Louise and Bouc 

To be difficult to believe Cliché  

38. Poirot: When detected who had 

killed Louise, Simon shouted… 

Simon: Come on! 

Poirot: A warning to his 

accessory, who shot Bouc 

through the throat 

Someone who knowingly 

incites the commission of 

some crime without direct 

participation 

Fixed Statement 

39. Simon: Listen to me. We can 

make it. We’ve got to go now, 

and we’ve got to be strong 

To be successful or to survive Cliché  

40. Stranger: Watch it, mister. Be careful Cliché  

 

2. The use of Idiomatic Expressions 

The second problem describes how idiomatic expression is used in 

the Death on the Nile movie. The researcher presents all the use of idioms 

with the dialogue from the movie, making them easier to understand. 

 

1. Captain: You too sharp to be a farmer, Poirot 

(00:05:06) 

 The idiom “too sharp” refers to clever or intelligent. This idiom 

does not mean sharp. Captain speaks this dialogue to Poirot because of 

his intelligence in strategizing, so they can conquer the enemy. 

Following its characteristics, this idiom belongs to the type of idiom 

cliche because it is an opinion, non-formal, and commentary. 

(McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

2. Jacqueline: Honestly, I’ll die if I can’t be Mrs. Doyle 

(00:13:09)  
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 The idiom “I’ll die if ” refers to if one would not be able to 

preserve if something were to happen. Jacqueline speaks this dialogue 

to Linnet and tells her that she wants to marry Simon and would be 

very distraught if she did not marry him. This idiom has the suitable 

characteristics of a fixed statement type because it is used in everyday 

conversation, and the meaning is not literal. (McCharthy & O’dell, 

2017:28) 

 

3. Jacqueline: You’ll need someone to fix it up for you and run it. 

(00:13:22) 

 The idiom “Fix it up ” refers to supplying someone with 

something. Jacqueline spoke this dialogue to Linnet because Linnet 

offered money to Jacqueline as a wedding gift. However, Jacqueline 

refused because she would instead suggest a new job for her gift than 

money. This idiom belongs to the type of proverbs because it is used as 

a suggestion in favorable situations.(McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:26) 

 

4. Jacqueline: He’s unemployed. But he’s country through and through. 

(00:13:26) 

 The idiom “through and through ” refers to thoroughly or entirely 

in every way, manner, or aspect. Jacqueline speaks this dialogue to 

Linnet to convince her that Simon is diligent and trustworthy in 

managing one of Linnet's assets. This idiom is included in the binomial 

category of the same word because it uses the conjunction "and" and 

has the exact repetition of words. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:24) 

 

5. Jacqueline: If he doesn’t make good, axe him on the spot. 

(00:13:31) 

 The idiom “axe him on the spot” refers to the threat of being fired. 

Jacqueline spoke this dialogue to Linnet to assure her that if Simon 

was not doing well, she could fire him immediately. The idiom in this 
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dialogue includes a proverb because Jacqueline advises Linnet. 

(McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:26) 

 

6. Simon Doyle: I hope you don’t mind, I took the liberty. 

(00:13:55) 

 The idiom “I took the liberty” refers to doing something without 

first seeking out or asking for someone’s permission. Simon spoke this 

dialogue to Linnet because he approached Jacqueline and cut them off. 

This idiom is included in the fixed statement category because the 

meaning of the idiom is not literal and is used in general conversation. 

(McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

7. Jacqueline: Simon, darling, meet the golden girl. As advertised 

(00:13:58) 

 The idiom “the golden girl” refers to a girl or woman who is 

especially popular, admired, and successful. Jacqueline speaks this 

dialogue to Simon to show that her famous friend is here. This idiom 

belongs to the category of cliché because it is a comment Jacqueline 

pointed out to Linnet in an informal conversation. (McCharthy & 

O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

8. Jacqueline: Simon, darling, meet the golden girl. As advertised 

 (00:13:58) 

 The idiom “as advertised” refers to purchasing something and 

hiring a particular type of person. Jacqueline speaks this dialogue to 

Simon to introduce himself to Linnet. This idiom belongs to the 

proverb type because Jacqueline suggests that Simon get acquainted 

with Linnet. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

9. Bouc: Of all the pyramids in all the world, you had to walk up to mine. 

What a small world. 
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(00:17:58) 

 The idiom “what a small world” refers to one encounters the same 

people, events, or situations in unexpected places. Bouc spoke this 

dialogue to Poirot because he did not expect to meet Poirot in Egypt. 

The idiom in this dialogue belongs to the cliché type. This idiom is 

often used and is familiar enough to fulfill the cliché type's 

characteristics. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

10. Andrew: Now, please sent this telegram sent off as soon as able. And 

not another soul sees it. 

(00:20:25) 

 The idiom “not another soul” means not revealing this information 

to anyone else. Andrew speaks this dialogue to the waiter to warn that 

the information he conveys is confidential. This idiom is a type of 

proverb because its purpose is to give a warning. (McCharthy & 

O’dell, 2017:26) 

 

11. Lord Windlesham: I am calm, capable, and coping. 

(00:20:46) 

 The idiom “I am calm, capable, and coping” means self-soothing 

sentences or encouraging yourself for something. Lord Windlesham 

spoke this dialogue to cheer himself up in the mirror. This idiom is 

included in the binomial type of the trinomial category because it uses 

the conjunction "and" in three words connectedly. (McCharthy & 

O’dell, 2017:24) 

 

12. Bouc: Lucky devil. 

(00:22:43) 

 The idiom “lucky devil” refers to someone who has just 

experienced excellent fortune. This dialogue was spoken by Bouc to 

Poirot and addressed to Simon, who was fortunate to have married 
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Linnet. This idiom is included in the type of fixed statement because it 

is not interpreted literally. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

13. Bowers: Three cheers and a tiger from me! 

(00:22:53) 

 The idiom “three cheers” refers to three shouts of joy, approval, 

appreciation, or congratulations. Bowers spoke this dialogue to Simon 

and Linnet to celebrate their lavish wedding. This idiom belongs to the 

type of cliché because it is a comment from Bowers towards Simon 

and Linnet. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

14. Bouc: If I were in his shoes, I’d only come here to put a bullet in the 

groom. 

(00:25:02) 

 The idiom “If I were in his shoes” refers to seeing or experiencing 

something from someone else’s point of view. Bouc spoke this 

dialogue to Poirot to share his advice that if he were in Lord 

Windlesham's position, he would kill the groom. This idiom belongs to 

the type of proverb and is used in adverse situations. (McCharthy & 

O’dell, 2017:26) 

 

15. Bouc: Oh, and there’s Cousin Andrew. He’s slippery fish. 

(00:25:17) 

 The idiom “He’s slippery fish” refers to devious, scheming, and 

untrustworthy. Bouc spoke this dialogue to Poirot to introduce Linnet's 

wedding guests and explain that Andrew is a cunning, hypocritical, 

and untrustworthy person. This idiom is included in the fixed 

statement because what Bouc meant was not a fish but an 

unpredictable nature. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

16. Rosalie: What’s the scam here, Simon? 
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Simon: Hurry on. 

 (00:32:51) 

 The idiom “what's the scam” refers to what is going on ? said one 

when one is suspicious of someone. Rosalie spoke this dialogue to 

Simon because Simon suddenly told them to gather, and Rosalie felt 

doubtful and suspicious of what he would show. This idiom belongs to 

the cliché type because it is informal, is Rosalie's comment, and is used 

in ordinary conversation. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

17. Linnet: I hoped you might watch for us. 

(00:38:37) 

 The idiom “watch for us” refers to being aware of one’s 

surroundings to look for or be aware of someone or something. Linnet 

spoke this dialogue to Poirot to plead and suggest that Poirot should 

watch over them because Linnet did not feel safe being in the same 

place with her guests. This idiom is included in the proverb type 

because it aims to give advice and input in favorable situations. 

(McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:26) 

 

18. Euphemia: Bloody good fun! 

(00:41:38) 

 The idiom “bloody good fun!” refers to having much fun. 

Euphemia speaks this dialogue to express her pleasure towards the 

party being held. This idiom is included in the type of fixed statement 

because its meaning has nothing to do with the word blood but 

expresses feelings of joy. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

19. Bouc: Look, I’ve been bursting to tell you. 

 (00:43:16) 

 The idiom “bursting” refers to wanting to do something so much. 

Bouc spoke this dialogue to Poirot to let him know that he wanted to 
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tell Poirot that he was interested in Rosalie. This idiom is included in 

the type of fixed statement because it is used in ordinary conversation 

and does not have a meaning directly related to the spoken word. 

(McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

20. Louis: I have pressing to do. 

(00:45:50) 

 The idiom “pressing to do” refers to the urge for something to be 

done. Louis spoke this dialogue to Linnet to tell her that she still had 

work to take care of because suddenly Linnet invited everyone off the 

ship without exception. This idiom is included in the fixed statement 

type because it has nothing to do with pressing but just Louise’s way 

of expressing that she has a lot to do. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

21. Bouc: Brushes down, Mother. It’s the temple of Abu Simbel. 

(00:46:13) 

 The idiom “brushes down” refers to removing or cleaning 

something. Bouc spoke this dialogue to Euphemia, his mother, so she 

immediately stopped her painting activities and got off the ship to see 

the temple of Abu Simbel. This idiom is included in the type of fixed 

statement because it is not related to the meaning of the word brushes. 

Bouc speaks this word to express that his mother must stop for a 

moment because her activities are less important. (McCharthy & 

O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

22. Louise: “Just by passing, she has stolen my heart” 

(00:46:40) 

 The idiom “stolen my heart” refers to captivating one, to instill 

deep affection or love in one. Louise spoke this dialogue while reading 

the poem engraved on the walls of the queen’s burial mastaba in the 

book brought by Lord Windlesham. This idiom belongs to the cliché 
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type because it is often used in informal and is well-known. 

(McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

23. Linnet: Name a price! 

 (00:53:49) 

 The idiom “name a price!” refers to identifying or coming up with 

a price for which one is willing to buy or sell something. Linnet spoke 

this dialogue to Simon to express his anger at knowing Jacqueline had 

bought a ticket and joined her party sailing on the Nile. This idiom 

belongs to the type of cliché because it is informal and used in general 

conversation. Linnet uses it to show that she is so angry that she can 

buy the boat. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

24. Simon: God, I feel so free and so fat-headed for not turning around 

sooner. 

 (1:00:30) 

 The idiom “fat-headed” refers to another way to say stupid. Simon 

spoke this dialogue to Jacqueline because she was annoyed that 

Jacqueline kept bothering him with Linnet. This idiom is included in 

the type of fixed statement because the word's meaning cannot be 

interpreted literally and is used in general conversation. (McCharthy & 

O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

25. Simon: Are you sure you don’t want to make it hurt more, Doctor? 

Settle the score. 

(1:02:52) 

 The idiom “settle the score” refers to getting vengeance on 

someone for past wrongs or punishing someone. Simon speaks this 

dialogue to Lord Windlesham, who is still kind to him. He suspects 

that Lord Windlesham wants revenge by making him suffer more pain 

while treating him. This idiom belongs to the type of fixed statement 
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because it cannot be interpreted literally and has nothing to do with 

any score. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

26. Rosalie: It’s all right. He’s a bloodhound, let him sniff. 

(1:06:53) 

 The idiom “he’s a bloodhound” refers to other words to call 

Detective. Rosalie spoke this dialogue to Bouc to calm him down and 

allow Poirot to interrogate him freely. This idiom is included in the 

type of fixed statement because the sentence’s meaning is not related 

to dogs. Bloodhound is a hunting dog breed. (McCharthy & O’dell, 

2017:28) 

 

27. Louise: He dropped me. 

(1:11:04) 

 The idiom “dropped me” refers to stop being friends with 

someone, especially with one’s boyfriend or girlfriend. Louise spoke 

this dialogue to Poirot to answer the interrogation questions 

surrounding Linnet’s death. This idiom is included in the type of fixed 

statement because the meaning of the word mentioned is unrelated to 

the word drop. Louise uses this idiom to convey that, at that time, she 

was dumped by her ex-boyfriend. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

28. Poirot: She flaunted her new love, yet still called you like a puppy 

dog. 

(1:14:30) 

 The idiom “puppy dog” refers to continuing to the following 

someone and do things for them like a small needy animal. Poirot 

spoke this dialogue to Lord Windlesham as a form of interrogation of 

him. Poirot insisted on pressuring Lord Windlesham for his alibi, why 

he could still participate in his ex-fiancé Linnet’s events. This idiom is 

cliché because Poirot uses it to comment on Lord Windlesham, who 
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can still follow Linnet despite being hurt. (McCharthy & O’dell, 

2017:28) 

 

29. Poirot: Acquired tastes require acquisition, and here you moon over 

truffle and king crabs. 

(1:18:52) 

 The idiom “moon over” refers to an intense pine or yearning for 

someone or something. Poirot spoke this dialogue to Bowers as a form 

of his interrogation of Linnet’s death. Poirot revealed that Bowers was 

one of the wealthy families who became bankrupt because of Linnet’s 

father. This idiom belongs to the type of cliché because Poirot uses it 

to comment on Bowers’ strange behavior towards certain foods and 

because this part of the interrogation is Poirot’s own opinion. 

(McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

 

30. Maria: I don’t give a fig for money 

(1:21:15) 

 The idiom “don’t give a fig” refers to not having the slightest 

concern about it. Maria spoke this dialogue to Poirot, who accused her 

of having the intent to kill Linnet because if Linnet died, she would 

receive her inheritance. This idiom is included in the cliché category 

because Maria uses it to comment on Poirot’s accusations. Besides, 

this idiom is informal and impolite, so it is unsuitable for use outside 

of the regular conversation. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

31. Poirot: The stewards on this ship keep excellent room. Have you 

noticed? A truly first-rate housekeeping staff 

Maria: He’s off his rails 

 (1:21:27) 
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 The idiom "off his rails" refers to losing control and starting to 

behave in a way that is not normal or acceptable. Maria spoke this 

dialogue to Poirot to call him nonsense when he was suddenly 

discussing the ship's service. This idiom belongs to the type of cliché 

because it is a commentary by Maria to Poirot. (McCharthy & O’dell, 

2017:28) 

 

32. Salome: Monsieur Poirot, if I put a bullet in everyone who took a 

potshot at me for not keeping to my place, the world would be littered 

with dead white ladies. 

(1:24:57) 

 The idiom "potshot" refers to criticizing somebody suddenly and 

without thinking. Salome speaks this dialogue to Poirot to answer 

interrogation questions surrounding the Linnet murder case. This 

idiom is included in the type of fixed statement because it has no 

meaning related to the word potshot. Besides that, Salome uses this 

idiom to emphasize that she is not a vengeful person. (McCharthy & 

O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

33. Lord Windlesham: I always told her your firm was bilking her for 

millions. 

(1:32:49) 

 The idiom "bilking" refers to obtaining something from one by 

dishonest means and for personal gain. Lord Windlesham speaks this 

dialogue to Andrew because he accuses him of killing Louis and being 

the suspect in Linnet's murder. This idiom is included in the type of 

fixed statement because it is not related to its literal meaning. Lord 

Windlesham used this idiom as a form of anger at Andrew's cunning 

actions. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 
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34. Bowers: Well, he’d better try harder, or we’ll all wind up in an 

Egyptian jail cell. 

 (1:33:58) 

 The idiom "wind up" refers to reaching a specific place or state. 

Bowers spoke this dialogue to Poirot to comment on so that the case 

would quickly resolve, or they would all throw into Egyptian prisons. 

This idiom is a cliché because Bowers used it to comment on Poirot, 

and the word wind up is not formal. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

35. Poirot: But you lie to me. You lie in my face! 

(1:37:06) 

 The idiom "lie in my face" refers to telling a lie directly to 

someone without trying to hide it. Poirot, who was angry, spoke this 

dialogue to Bouc because he lied and hindered the investigation. This 

idiom belongs to the cliché type because it is often used in casual and 

informal conversation. In addition, this idiom is used by Poirot to 

comment on Bouc's attitude. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

36. Poirot: Madame Doyle reported her husband was cross with Louise 

over some nail polish left at the hotel. Why should he care? 

 (1:47:53) 

 The idiom "cross" refers to being angry or annoyed with someone. 

Poirot spoke this dialogue to everyone when explaining the conclusion 

of the investigation into Linnet's murder. Poirot explained that Simon's 

anger towards Louis was suspected. This idiom is a fixed statement 

because it is not related to the literal meaning of the word cross. 

(McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

37. Simon: You are mad. That I will shoot myself, and then somehow kill 

Louise and Bouc 

(1:49:44) 
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 The idiom "you are mad" refers to being difficult to believe. Simon 

spoke this dialogue to Poirot after his investigation, which led to him. 

This idiom belongs to the cliché type because it is Simon's comment 

on Poirot's conclusion, which he thinks is unreasonable. Besides that, 

this idiom has been widely used in ordinary conversation. (McCharthy 

& O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

38. Poirot: When detected who had killed Louise, Simon shouted… 

Simon: Come on! 

Poirot: A warning to his accessory, who shot Bouc through the throat 

 (1:51:31) 

 The idiom "accessory" refers to someone who knowingly incites 

the commission of some crime without direct participation. Poirot 

spoke this dialogue to everyone to explain the investigation's 

conclusion into Linnet's death. Poirot explains that Simon, as the 

murder suspect, was not working alone in the plot to kill Linnet. This 

idiom is included in the type of fixed statement because it is not related 

to the literal meaning of accessory. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

39. Simon: Listen to me. We can make it. We’ve got to go now, and 

we’ve got to be strong 

(1:53:45) 

 The idiom "we can make it" refers to being successful or surviving. 

Simon spoke this dialogue to Jacqueline to calm her down because 

they had both been caught as Linnet's killers. This idiom belongs to the 

cliché type because it is familiar in ordinary conversation, is used to 

encourage, and is just an opinion. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

40. Stranger: Watch it, mister. 

(1:58:01) 
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 The idiom "watch it" refers to being careful. A stranger spoke this 

dialogue to Poirot because he was not being careful and ran into him. 

This idiom belongs to the cliché type because it is a comment from a 

stranger to Poirot, and this idiom is also often used in ordinary 

conversation. (McCharthy & O’dell, 2017:28) 

 

B.  Discussion 

 In this section, the researcher will describe  40 idiomatic 

expression data found using the theory from McCarthy and O'Dell. The 

researcher found several types of idiomatic expressions. The data shows 2 

idioms of binomial type, 6 proverbs, 16 cliché, and 16 fixed statements. 

The meaning and how idiomatic expressions used in Death on the Nile 

movie were identified with the help of  the Farlex Dictionary and in-depth 

observations by researcher on each scene and character dialogue. 

 Among the 40 data of idiomatic expressions found in the Death on 

the Nile movie, the cliché and fixed statement type is the dominant type in 

the characters' dialogue. This proves that the conversational dialogue in 

this movie used many idioms of the cliché and fixed statement type, which 

is often used in general conversations and primarily used for specific 

purposes. 

 One cliché type is found in the conversation between Poirot and 

the Captain. At that time, the movie shows a war situation, and the Captain 

praises Poirot's actions in the dialogue "You are too sharp to be a farmer, 

Poirot," which can be interpreted as Poirot being an intelligent person in 

strategizing. For the Fixed Statement example, it can be found in the 

conversation between Bouc and Poirot in the dialogue, "Look, I've been 

bursting to tell you" which can be interpreted that Bouc wants to tell 

Poirot his secret for a long time. This type of idiom should not be taken 

literally. 

 This research has the same object as previous research but uses a 

different theoretical source. Like Siti Haniah's research, her research uses 
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Fernando's theory. Apart from that, the two other previous studies, Monica 

Ardita and Ulya Fikrina's research, have the similarity in the research 

object examines idiomatic expressions. The advantage of this research lies 

in the theory of McCarthy and O'Dell theory that is easy to understand and 

divided into types. This research have a rich data, devising the functions of 

idiom clearly and explaining the meaning of idiom, from Death on the 

Nile movie the readers can understand only certain people know how to 

use idiom.   Another advantage of this research is the object under study, 

the movie adaptation of the legendary novelist Agatha Christie. Researcher 

believe this is the advantage of this research. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion  

After analyzing the data, the researcher found there are 40 data of 

idiomatic expressions in the Death on the Nile movie through McCarthy 

and O’Dell’s theory about six types of idioms. The conclusion of them as 

follows: 

1. The researcher found 40 data of idiomatic expressions. According 

to McCarthy and O’Dell, there are six types of idiomatic expressions: 

similes, binomials, proverbs, cliché, and fixed statements. From those 

types, in Death on the Nile movie, the researcher found the types of the 

idiom as follows: there are 2 idiomatic expressions of binomials, 6 

idiomatic expressions of proverbs, 16 idiomatic expressions of cliché, and 

16 idiomatic expressions of fixed statements. 

2. The researcher found in Death on the Nile movie, idiomatic 

expression is widely used in daily conversations. The most commonly 

types of idioms used in this movie are cliché and fixed statement. The 

researcher used the Farlex Dictionary of Idioms (2015) to find the 

meaning of the idioms in Death on the Nile according to the context. 

 

B.  Suggestion 

 Based on the data analysis and the conclusions above, the 

researcher would like to give some suggestions as follows: 

1. English learner is suggested to learn about idiomatic expressions. It 

is good to study based on McCarthy and O'Dell's theory because 

they explain the types of idioms clearly and divide them into six 

types. Besides that, English learners can also improve their 

understanding of common idioms. 
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2. Literature students are suggested to be able to analyze a 

conversation, song, or story using McCarthy and O'Dell's theory 

since idiomatic expressions are often used in everyday 

conversation, especially the type of cliché idiom. 
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